
October 15, 2002 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591 -0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation 
in the State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 
71. It is our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be 
amended in order to enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour 
industry. 

The present 1 500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is 
cumbersome and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily 
restrictive and compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should 
dictate altitude and standoff distance in accordance with well-established FAA regulatory 
practice and helicopter industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety 
proven, Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for 
helicopters. We ask that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to  habitable 
structures and congregations of persons but that helicopter altitude restriction over other 
areas is amended to  align with FAR Part 135,203. Although Part 135.203 is the most 
stringent altitude restriction for Part 1 35 helicopter operations and refers specifically to 
congested areas, we know that this is a reasonable minimum altitude to apply to  helicopter 
tour operations in areas other than over habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because 
pilot decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonable 
altitudes under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the 
safest and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. For example: 
Because of the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the windward sides of the 
Hawaiian Islands helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or close to communities 
which are concentrated along the coast, in order to stay 1500' AGL, yet under the cloud 
ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay below helicopter tour 
flights. This is contrary to common sense, burdens the aviation community with an 
increased potential for mid-air collisions and coastal communities with increased noise 
exposure. Air tours concentrated in the verdant areas would have the flexibility to fly 
upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and the airspace that is the natural 
domain of fixed-wing traffic. 
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Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in 
SFAR71 has reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii a close look at the pre-SFAR helicopter 
accidents will verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally effective in 
preventing almost every accident attributed to low altitude. The cost/benefit of giving pilots 
this greater regulatory flexibility is self evident in light of our experience operating under 
SFAR 71. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for 
helicopters as well as the petitioned amendment to  SFAR 71 : 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 71 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 71 

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 
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U S .  Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation 
in the State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under 
SFAR 71. It is our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must 
be amended in order to enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour 
industry. 

The present 1 500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is 
cumbersome and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily 
restrictive and compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should 
dictate altitude and standoff distance in accordance with well-established F A A  regulatory 
practice and helicopter industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, 
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and F A A  certification doctrine for helicopters. 
We ask that the 1500-fOOt restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and 
congregations of persons but that helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended 
to align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is the most stringent altitude 
restriction for Part 1 35 helicopter operations and refers specifically to congested areas, we 
know that this is a reasonable minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour operations in 
areas &r than over habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because 
pilot decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain 
unreasonable altitudes under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to 
determine the safest and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. For 
example: Because of the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the windward 
sides of the Hawaiian Islands helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or close to 
communities which are concentrated along the coast, in order to stay 1500' AGL, yet 
under the cloud ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay below 
helicopter tour flights. This is contrary to common sense, burdens the aviation community 
with an increased potential for mid-air collisions and coastal communities with increased 
noise exposure. Air tours concentrated in the verdant areas would have the flexibility to fly 
upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and the airspace that is the natural 
domain of fixed-wing traffic. 
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Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in 
SFAR71 has reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii a close look at the pre-SFAR 
helicopter accidents will verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally 
effective in preventing almost every accident attributed to low altitude. The cowbenefit of 
giving pilots this greater regulatory flexibility is self evident in light of our experience 
operating under SFAR 71. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for 
helicopters as well as the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71 : 

FAR Part 91 
No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 
FAR.Part 135 
300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 
SFAR 71  (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 
1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 
Petition for amendment to  SFAR 71 
1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 
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U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591 -0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation in the 
State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 71. It is 
our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be amended in order to 
enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is cumbersome 
and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily restrictive and 
compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should dictate altitude and 
standoff distance in accordance with well-established FAA regulatory practice and helicopter 
industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, 
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helicopters. We ask 
that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and congregations 
of persons but that helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended to align with FAR 
Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is the most stringent altitude restriction for Part 135 
helicopter operations and refers specifically to congested areas, we know that this is a 
reasonable minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour operations in areas other than over 
habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because pilot 
decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonable 
altitudes under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the safest 
and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. For example: Because of the 
normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands 
helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or close to communities which are concentrated 
along the coast, in order to stay 1500' AGL, yet under the cloud ceiling. General aviation 
airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay below helicopter tour flights. This is contrary to 
common sense, burdens the aviation community with an increased potential for mid-air collisions 
and coastal communities with increased noise exposure. Air tours concentrated in the verdant 
areas would have the flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and 
the airspace that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 
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Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in SFAR71 has 
reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii a close look at the pre-SFAR helicopter accidents will 
verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally effective in preventing almost 
every accident attributed to low altitude. The cosubenefit of giving pilots this greater regulatory 
flexibility is self evident in light of our experience operating under SFAR 71. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for helicopters as 
well as the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71 : 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 71 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 71 

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 

Commercial Helicopter Pilot 
1 

C a q  D. Merides 548130112 8,000 
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October 15,2002 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation in the State of 
Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 71. It is our collective 
conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be amended in order to enhance both safety 
and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is cumbersome and 
lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily restrictive and compromises 
safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should dictate altitude and standoff distance in 
accordance with well-established FAA regulatory practice and helicopter industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the tong established, and safety proven, Federal 
Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helicopters. We ask that the 1500- 
foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and congregations of persons but that 
helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended to align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 
135.203 is the most stringent altitude restriction for Part 135 helicopter operations and refers specifically 
to congested areas, we know that this is a reasonable minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour 
operations in areas other than over habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because pilot decision- 
making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonable altitudes under certain 
circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the safest and most reasonable route of 
flight considering terrain and weather. For example: Because of the normal orographic cloud ceiling that 
forms along the windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over 
or close to communities which are concentrated along the coast, in order to stay 1500 AGL, yet under the 
cloud ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay below helicopter tour flights. 
This is contrary to common sense, burdens the aviation community with an increased potential for mid-air 
collisions and coastal communities with increased noise exposure. Air tours concentrated in the verdant 
areas would have the flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and the 
airspace that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 

Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in SFAR71 has reduced 
helicopter accidents in Hawaii a close look at the pre-SFAR helicopter accidents will verify the fact that a 
300 foot restriction would have been equally effective in preventing almost every accident attributed to 
low altitude. The cosvbenefit of giving pilots this greater regulatory flexibility is self evident in light of our 
experience operating under SFAR 71. 
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The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for helicopters as well as 
the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71 : 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 71 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 71 

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 

Steven R. Egger Cert# 1957602 17,000. Flight Hours 

David Wilson Cert# 576769849 9,650. Flight Hours 

David Fernandez Cert# 560779648 6800. Flight Hours 

212 
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October 15, 2002 

US.  Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 7 1  

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour 
operation in the State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating 
under SFAR 71. I t  is our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71  
must be amended in order to enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air 
tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is 
cumbersome and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. I t  is unnecessarily 
restrictive and compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should 
dictate altitude and standoff distance in accordance with well-established FAA regulatory 
practice and helicopter industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety 
proven, Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for 
helicopters. We ask that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable 
structures and congregations of persons but that helicopter altitude restriction over other 
areas is amended to align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is the most 
stringent altitude restriction for Part 135 helicopter operations and refers specifically to 
congested areas, we know that this is a reasonable minimum altitude to apply to 
helicopter tour operations in areas other than over habitable structures or congregations 
of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71  safer because 
pilot decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain 
unreasonable altitudes under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to 
determine the safest and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. 
For example: Because of the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the 
windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or 
close to communities which are concentrated along the coast, in order to stay 1500' AGL, 
yet under the cloud ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay 
below helicopter tour flights. This is contrary to common sense, burdens the aviation 
community with an increased potential for mid-air collisions and coastal communities with 
increased noise exposure. Air tours concentrated in the verdant areas would have the 



flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and the airspace 
that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 

Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in 
SFAR71 has reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii a close look at the pre-SFAR helicopter 
accidents will verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally effective in 
preventing almost every accident attributed to low altitude. The cost/benefit of giving 
pilots this greater regulatory flexibility is self evident in light of our experience operating 
under SFAR 71. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for 
helicopters as well as the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71: 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 7 1  (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 7 1  

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 
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October 15, 2002 

US. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation in the 
State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 71. It is our 
collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be amended in order to 
enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with F A A  approved specific deviations is cumbersome 
and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily restrictive and 
compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should dictate altitude and 
standoff distance in accordance with well-established FAA regulatory practice and helicopter 
industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, 
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helicopters. We 
ask that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and 
congregations of persons but that helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended to 
align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is the most stringent altitude restriction for Part 
135 helicopter operations and refers specifically to congested areas, we know that this is a 
reasonable minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour operations in areas other than over 
habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because pilot 
decision-making would no longer be compromised by  pressure to mcrintain unreasonable 
altitudes under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the safest 
and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. For example: Because of 
the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands 
helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or close to communities which are 
concentrated along the coast, in order to stay 1500' AGL, yet under the cloud ceiling. General 
aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay below helicopter tour flights. This is contrary 
to common sense, burdens the aviation community with an increased potential for mid-air 
collisions and coastal communities with increased noise exposure. Air tours concentrated in the 
verdant areas would have the flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal 
housing and the airspace that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 

Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in SFAR71 has 
reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii a close look at the pre-SFAR helicopter accidents will 
verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally effective in preventing almost 
every accident attributed to low altitude. The cost/benefit of giving pilots this greater regulatory 
flexibility is self evident in light of our experience operating under SFAR 71. 



The following table summarizes the current F A A  regulatory altitude restrictions for helicopters as 
well as the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71 : 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 71 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 7 1 

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorbed by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 

Commercial Helicopter Total hours 
PILOT NAME ' Pilot Certificate # HelicoDters 
Richard Schuman --- 576605636 4515.7 
Eiki Miyasato 6593264 7250 
Janette Lee 2607397 4773.5 
Darryn DeleVega 575826849 2234 

Richard Schuman 
President 
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U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 40 1, Washington, DC 2059 1-000 1 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation in the State of 
Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 71. It is our collective 
conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 7 1 must be amended in order to enhance both safety and 
noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is cumbersome and lacks 
flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily restrictive and compromises safety by 
taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should dictate altitude and standoff distance in accordance with 
well-established FAA regulatory practice and helicopter industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, Federal 
Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helicopters. We ask that the 1500- 
foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and congregations of persons but that 
helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended to align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 
135.203 is the most stringent altitude restriction for Part 135 helicopter operations and refers specifically to 
congested areas, we know that this is a reasonable minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour operations in 
areas other than over habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because pilot decision- 
making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonable altitudes under certain 
circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the safest and most reasonable route of flight 
considering terrain and weather. For example: Because of the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms 
along the windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or close to 
communities which are concentrated along the coast, in order to stay 1500' AGL, yet under the cloud ceiling. 
General aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay below helicopter tour flights. This is contrary to 
common sense, burdens the aviation community with an increased potential for mid-air collisions and coastal 
communities with increased noise exposure. Air tours concentrated in the verdant areas would have the 
flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and the airspace that is the natural 
domain of fixed-wing traffic. 



Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in SFAR71 has reduced 
helicopter accidents in Hawaii a close look at the pre-SFAR helicopter accidents will veri@ the fact that a 300 
foot restriction would have been equally effective in preventing almost every accident attributed to low 
altitude. The costhenefit of giving pilots this greater regulatory flexibility is self evident in light of our 
experience operating under SFAR 7 1. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for helicopters as well as the 
petitioned amendment to SFAR 7 1 : 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 71 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 71 

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 

Commercial Helicopter Total hours 
PILOTS NAME 

Calvin Dorn 

Robert McCabe 

1 Robert Blair 

I Joyce Seyferth 

1 Bric Baker 

560702301 iL za 

P. 0. Box 5371, Kailua Kona, Hawaii 96745 
Phone 808-325-5943 Fax 808-329-6602 



October 15,2002 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 7 1  

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour 
operation in the State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating 
under SFAR 71. Et is our collective conviction that the altitude mtr tc t ions ~nder SFAR 71 
must be amended in order t o  enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air 
tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is 
cumbersome and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily 
restrictive and compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should 
dictate altitude and standoff distance in accordance with well-established FAA regulatory 
practice and heticopter industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety 
proven, Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for 
helicopters. We ask that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable 
structures and congregations of persons, but that helicopter altitude restriction over other 
areas is amended to  align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is  the most 
stringent altitude restriction for Part 135 helicopter operations and refers specifically to 
cnngeste.ed areas, we know that this is a reasonabte minimum altitude to appfy to 
helicopter tour operations in areas other than over habitable structures or congregations 
Of m0pke. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71  safer because 
pilot decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain 
unreasonable altitudes under certain circumstances. The pifot would have the latitude to 
determine the safest and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. 
For example: Because of the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the 
windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands, helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or 
GIose to communities which are concentrated along the coast in order to stay 1500' AGL, 
yet under the cloud ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay 
below helicopter tour flights. This is contrary to common sense, burdens the aviation 
community with an increased potential for mid-air collisions and exposes coastal 
communities to more air tour noise, Air tours concentrated in the verdant areas would 
haw the flexlbiiity t o  fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and the 
airspace that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic, 

Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in 
SFARll has reduced. helicopter accidents in-Hawaii. a. close Ioek-at fhe-pwSW.R 7-1 
helicopter accidents wi l l  verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally 
efiwtiwe in p l r m t i n g  almost every aceident attributed to low attitude. The cost/benefit of 
operating under SFAR 71. 



The fotlowing table ummarizes the current FAA regulatory altitud 
helicopters as well as the petitioned amendment td SFAR 71: 

FAR pirrt 91 

FAR P a  135 
No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

restrictions for 

300 feet over congested areas. no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet - f rm arry habitabte structure and congregation ot persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 
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P e t "  fnr ametrdmeni tG S F W  31 

Commercial Helicopter 
PtLOTS NAME SIGNATURE PilQt Certificaie 

Total hours 
HelicoDters 

4 OdC9 

e 000 

1, GHU 
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October 15,2002 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation in the 
State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 71. It is 
our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be amended in order to 
enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is cumbersome 
and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily restrictive and 
compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should dictate altitude and 
standoff distance in accordance with well-established FAA regulatory practice and helicopter 
industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, 
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helicopters. We 
ask that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and 
congregations of persons, but that helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended to 
align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is the most stringent altitude restriction for 
Part 135 helicopter operations and refers specifically to congested areas, we know that this is a 
reasonable minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour operations in areas other than over 
habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because pilot 
decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonable 
altitudes under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the safest 
and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. For example: Because of 
the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands, 
helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or close to communities which are concentrated 
along the coast in order to stay 1500’ AGL, yet under the cloud ceiling. General aviation 
airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay below helicopter tour flights. This is contrary to 
common sense, burdens the aviation community with an increased potential for mid-air collisions 
and exposes coastal communities to more air tour noise. Air tours concentrated in the verdant 
areas would have the flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and 
the airspace that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 

‘Ohana Aviation Inc. P. 0. Box 471 Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii 96766 
3416 Rice St. at Anchor Cove Shopping Center 

(808) 245-3996 (800) 222-6989 Fax (808) 245-5041 



Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in SFAR71 has 
reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii, a close look at the pre-SFAR 71 helicopter accidents will 
verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally effective in preventing almost 
every accident attributed to low altitude. The cosvbenefit of giving pilots this greater regulatory 
flexibility is self evident in light of our experience operating under SFAR 71. It is our opinion that 
no additional equipment will be required on tour aircraft to operate under an amended SFAR 71. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for helicopters as 
well as the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71 : 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 71 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 71 

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 

Pilots Name Certificate # 

Boyart L Kealoha 

Ernest Funakoshi , #I897872 . L e 4  a 

Total Commercial Helicopter FlishtTime 

16,000 hrs. 

9,300 hrs. 

25,000 hrs. 
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October 15, 2002 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation in the State of 
Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 71. It is our collective 
conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be amended in order to enhance both safety 
and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is cumbersome and lacks 
flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily restrictive and compromises safety by 
taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should dictate altitude and standoff distance in accordance with 
well-established FAA regulatory practice and helicopter industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, Federal 
Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helicopters. We ask that the 1500- 
foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and congregations of persons, but that 
helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended to align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 
135.203 is the most stringent altitude restriction for Part 135 helicopter operations and refers specifically 
to congested areas, we know that this is a reasonable minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour 
operations in areas other than over habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because pilot decision- 
making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonable altitudes under certain 
circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the safest and most reasonable route of 
flight considering terrain and weather. For example: Because of the normal orographic cloud ceiling that 
forms along the windward sides of the Hawaiian Istands, helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over 
or close to communities which are concentrated along the coast in order to stay 1500 AGL, yet under the 
cloud ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay below helicopter tour flights. 
This is contrary to common sense, burdens the aviation community with an increased potential for mid-air 
collisions and exposes coastal communities to more air tour noise. Air tours concentrated in the verdant 
areas would have the flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and the 
airspace that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 

P.O. Box 690370 - Makaweli, Hawaii 96769 - 808-335-3500 / Fax 808-338-1463 



Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in SFAR71 has reduced 
helicopter accidents in Hawaii, a close look at the pre-SFAR 71 helicopter accidents will verify the fact 
that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally effective in preventing almost every accident attributed 
to low altitude. The costlbenefit of giving pilots this greater regulatory flexibility is self evident in light of 
our experience operating under SFAR 71. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for helicopters as well as 
the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71 : 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part I35 

SFAR 91 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 71 

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

7 506 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere 

P.O. Box 690370 - Makaweli, Hawaii 96769 - 808-335-3500 I Fax 808-338-1463 
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October 15, 2002 

Harter Helicopters 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 INVITATION TO ADVENTURE 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation in the 
State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 71. It is 
our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be amended in order to 
enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is cumbersome 
and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily restrictive and 
compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should dictate altitude and 
standoff distance in accordance with well-established FAA regulatory practice and helicopter 
industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, 
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helicopters. We ask 
that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and congregations 
of persons, but that helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended to align with FAR 
Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is the most stringent altitude restriction for Part 135 
helicopter operations and refers specifically to congested areas, we know that this is a reasonable 
minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour operations in areas other than over habitable 
structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because pilot 
decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonable altitudes 
under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the safest and most 
reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. For example: Because of the normal 
orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands, helicopter 
tours are very often forced to fly over or close to communities which are concentrated along the 
coast in order to stay 1500' AGL, yet under the cloud ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly 
low in these areas to stay below helicopter tour flights. This is contrary to common sense, 
burdens the aviation community with an increased potential for mid-air collisions and exposes 
coastal communities to more air tour noise. Air tours concentrated in the verdant areas would 
have the flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and the airspace 
that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 

Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in SFAR71 has 
reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii, a close look at the pre-SFAR 71 helicopter accidents will 
verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally effective in preventing almost 
every accident attributed to low altitude. The cost/benefit of giving pilots this greater regulatory 
flexibility is self evident in light of our experience operating under SFAR 71. 

P. 0. BOX 306, LIHUE, KAUAI, HAWAII 96766 PHONE 245-3774 



JACK HARTER HELICOPTERS ADDENDUM TO SFAR 71 AMENDMENT PETITION 

Since the inception of SFAR 7 1 in October of 1994, helicopter tour pilots in the State of Hawaii have 
been forced to fly under a set of rules that apply nowhere else in the nation. We have attended meetings 
and participated in many discussions with FAA representatives from the local FSDO, Regional Offices 
and some of the highest representatives from Washington, D. C. During each of these encounters we 
have expressed our frustration with the original SFAR and the subsequent deviations that have been 
authorized. 

One “message” that has resonated from Hawaii helicopter tour pilots since SFAR 7 1 was imposed upon 
our industry has been that Parts 91 and 135 of the FARs are long-established and safety-proven 
regulations that are acceptable to the FAA, helicopter tour operators, and helicopter tour pilots on a 
nation-wide level. The events in Hawaii that precipitated the “need” for SFAR 71 (political outcry for 
increased regulations) were all found to have occurred in violation of existing regulations. If the pilots 
and the operators for whom they work had complied with the regulations that existed at that time, it is 
probable that the accidents would not have occurred. 

The rules governing helicopter flight should be the same for charters, tours, photography flights, and 
executive transport. The equipment required to operate helicopters for tours and other helicopter 
operations should be that equipment required by existing FAA regulations. 

Ultimately, we believe that SFAR 71 should be rescinded and helicopter tours in Hawaii should be 
flown under Parts 91 and 135 of the FARs. It is our hope that this petition will be the first step in this 
direction. 



, .. . 
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The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for helicopters as 
well as the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71: 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 7 1  (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 7 1  

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 

PILOTS NAME SIGNATURE 
Commercial He1 ico pter 

Pilot Certificate # 
Total hours 

HelicoDters 
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October 15, 2002 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation 
in the State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 
71. It is our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be 
amended in order to enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour 
industry. 

The present 1 500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is 
cumbersome and lacks flexibility for chang e in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily 
restrictive and compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should 
dictate altitude and standoff distance in accordance with well- established FAA regulatory 
practice and helicopter industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, 
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helicopters. 
We ask that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and 
congregations of persons, but that helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended 
to align with FAR Part 135,203. Although Part 135.203 is the most stringent altitude 
restriction for Part 1 35 helicopter operations and refers specifically to congested areas, we 
know that this is a reasonable minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour operations in 
areas other than over habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because 
pilot decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonaDle 
altitudes under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the 
safest and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. For example: 
Because of the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the windward sides of the 
Hawaiian Islands, helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or close to communities 
which are concentrated along the coast in order to stay 1500’ AGL, yet under the cloud 
ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay below helicopter tour 
flights. This is contrary to common sense, burdens the aviation community with an 
increased potential for mid-air collisions and exposes coastal communities to  more air tour 
noise. Air tours concentrated in the verdant areas would have the flexibility to fly upslope, 
away from concentrations of coastal housing and the airspace that is the natural domain of 
fixed-wing traffic. 

Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in 
SFAR71 has reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii, a close look at the pre -SFAR 71 



helicopter accidents will verify the  fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally 
effective in preventing almost every accident attributed to low altitude. The cost/benefit of 
giving pilots this greater regulatory flexibility is self evident in light of our experience 
operating under SFAR 71. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for 
helicopters as well as the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71 : 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 71 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 71 

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 

Commercial Helicopter 
hours PILOTS NAME SIGNATURE 
Certificate # Helicopters 

Total 
Pilot 



Heli USA Airways 
Princevdle Airport, Kauai 

5-3541 Kuhio Highway, Princeville, HI 96722 
(808) 826-6591 Fax (808) 826-6827 

October 15, 2002 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour operation in the 
State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating under SFAR 71. It is 
our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be amended in order to 
enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is cumbersome 
and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily restrictive and 
compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should dictate altitude and 
standoff distance in accordance with well-established FAA regulatory practice and helicopter 
industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, 
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helicopters. We 
ask that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and 
congregations of persons, but that helicopter altitude restriction over other areas is amended to 
align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is the most stringent altitude restriction for 
Part 135 helicopter operations and refers specifically to congested areas, we know that this is a 
reasonable minimum altitude to apply to helicopter tour operations in areas other than over 
habitable structures or congregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71 safer because pilot 
decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonable 
altitudes under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the safest 
and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. For example: Because of 
the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands, 
helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or clbse to communities which are concentrated 
along the coast in order to stay 1500' AGL, yet under the cloud ceiling. General aviation 
aimlanes often fly low in these areas to stay below helicoDter tour fliahts. This is contrary to 
common sense, burdens the aviation community with an increased potential for mid-air collisions 
and exposes coastal communities to more air tour noise. Air tours concentrated in the verdant 
areas would have the flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and 
the airspace that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 

Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in SFAR71 has 
reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii, a close look at the pre-SFAR 71 helicopter accidents will 
verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally effective in preventing almost 
every accident attributed to low altitude. The cosffbenefit of giving pilots this greater regulatory 
flexibility is self evident in light of our experience operating under SFAR 71. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for helicopters as 
well as the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71: 
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October 15, 2002 

U.S” Department of Transportation 
Federa I Aviation Adm i n i st rat ion 
Docket Management System 
400 7th Street, SW 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petition to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopter air tour 
operation in the State of Hawaii and is motivated from our extensive experience operating 
under SFAR 71. I t  is our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71  
must be amended in order to enhance both safety and noise abatement in the Hawaii air 
tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is 
cumbersome and lacks flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily 
restrictive and compromises safety by taking away pilot options. Pilot judgment should 
dictate altitude and standoff distance in accordance with well-established FAA regulatory 
practice and helicopter industry experience. 

The altitude restriction of SFAR71 should align with the long established, and safety 
proven, Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for 
helicopters. We ask that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable 
structures and congregations of persons, but that helicopter altitude restriction over other 
areas is amended to align with FAR Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is the most 
stringent altitude restriction for Part 135 helicopter operations and refers specifically to 
congested areas, we know that this is a reasonable minimum altitude to apply to 
helicopter tour operations in areas other than over habitable structures or congregations 
of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour areas makes SFAR 71  safer because 
pilot decision-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain 
unreasonable altitudes under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to 
determine the safest and most reasonable route of flight considering terrain and weather. 
For example: Because of the normal orographic cloud ceiling that forms along the 
windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands, helicopter tours are very often forced to fly over or 
close to communities which are concentrated along the coast in order to stay 1500’ AGL, 
yet under the cloud ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly low in these areas to stay 
below helicopter tour flights. This is contrary to common sense, burdens the aviation 
community with an increased potential for mid-air collisions and exposes coastal 
communities to more air tour noise. Air tours concentrated in the verdant areas would 
have the flexibility to fly upslope, away from concentrations of coastal housing and the 
airspace that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 

Providing h i e .  Atturdauie and Ouai i ty Tours Since 1986 
Westside U e ~ n ; t i ; i r ~  from Pair-Allen Airport Maxiinire Scenic Airt ir i ir  aiid Miiiirruze Cost 

Located d! 1-353; Hiijh!vay 50 111 Hanapepe oi l  the :La;’ 19 Waimed Canyon 
- .- 

http://blhwaloha.net
http://www.balihai-helitour.com


Website: www.balihai-helitour.com 

Although it may appear on the surface that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in 
SFAR71 has reduced helicopter accidents in Hawaii, a close look a t  the pre-SFAR 71 
helicopter accidents will verify the fact that a 300 foot restriction would have been equally 
effective in preventing almost every accident attributed to low altitude. The cost/benefit of 
giving pilots this greater regulatory flexibility is self evident in light of our experience 
operating under SFAR 71. 

The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for 
helicopters as well as the petitioned amendment to SFAR 71: 

FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 71 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 7 1  

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 

hours 
Certificate # 

Commercial Helicopter Total 
PILOTS NAME Pilot 
HelicoDters 

~~~ 

Providing Safe Affordable and Quality Tours Since 1986 
Westside Departures from Port-Allen Airport Maxirnize Scenic Airtime and Minimize Cost 

Located d! 1 3547 Highway 50 in Hanapepe on the way to Waimed Carlyon 
-- __ _-- 

http://www.balihai-helitour.com
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October 15,2002 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Docket Management System 
4007thstreet,Sw 
RM PL 401, Washington, DC 20591-0001 

SUBJECT: Hawaii Helicopter Air Tour Industry Petiti0n to Amend SFAR 71 

Dear FAA Administration, 

This petition is from virtually every helicopter air tour pilot and helicopkr air tour operation in the 
State of Hawaii and is motivated h m  our extensive experience operating under SFAR 71. it is 
our collective conviction that the altitude restrictions under SFAR 71 must be amended in order to 
enhance both saw and noise abatement in the Hawaii air tour industry. 

The present 1500-foot altitude restriction with FAA approved specific deviations is cumbersome 
and ladcs flexibility for change in dynamic circumstances. It is unnecessarily restrictive and 
compmm*&s safety by taldng away pilot options. Pitot j udgmt  should dictate altitude and 
standoff distance in accordam with well-established FAA regulatory practice and heliapter 
industry experience. 

The altitude restriaion of FAR71 should align with the long established, and safety proven, 
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations and FAA certification doctrine for helioopters. We ask 
that the 1500-foot restriction be maintained in relation to habitable structures and angregatjons 
of persons, but that helicopkr attitude restrictjon over other areas is amended to align with FAR 
Part 135.203. Although Part 135.203 is the most stringent altitude restriction for Part 135 
helicopter operations and refers spedfically to a x ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t e d  areas, we know that this is a reasonable 
minimum altitude to apply to heiicopter tour operations in areas than over habitable 
structures or amgregations of people. 

Allowing helicopter flight as low as 300 feet in tour a m  makes SFAR 71 safer because pilot 
dedsion-making would no longer be compromised by pressure to maintain unreasonable altitudes 
under certain circumstances. The pilot would have the latitude to determine the safest and mast 
reasonable route of flight oonsidering terrain and weather. For example: Ekcause of the nom1 
orographic doud ceiling that forms along the windward sides of the Hawaiian Islands, helioopter 
tours are very often forced to fly over or dose to communities which are ooncenbated along the 
coast in order to stay 1500' AGL, yet under the cloud ceiling. General aviation airplanes often fly 
low in these areas to stay below helicopter bur flights. This is contrary tn a m m n  sense, 
burdens the aviation community with an increased potential for mid-air cdlislons and exposes 
mstal aommunities bo more air tour noise. Air tours concentrated in the verdant areas would 
have the flexibility to fly upslope, away from a"trations of coastal housing and the airspace 
that is the natural domain of fixed-wing traffic. 

Although it may appear on the surfwe that the 1500 foot altitude restriction now in SFAR71 has 
reduced helicopter addents in Hawaii, a dose b o k  at the pre-SFAR 71 helicopter aa'dents will 
verify the fact that a 300 f6ot restriction would have been equally e M v e  in preventing aknost 
every accident attiibuted to low altitude. The axt/benefit of giving pilots this greater regulatory 
flexibility is self evident in light of our experience operating under SFAR 71. It is ow opinion that 
no additional eq@r"tt will be required on bur a i m R  to operate umkr an amended SFAR 71. 

http://www.airkauai.com
mailto:info@airkauai.com


The following table summarizes the current FAA regulatory altitude restrictions for helicopters as 
well as the pebtioned amendment bo SFAR 71: 

FAR Part Pa 

l!auwuB 
No spedfic altitude restriction fw helimpten. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 -, exapt as S p e c i h l l y  authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable StFuCture and amgtegatbn of persons, 
3oofeetds€?wh€m. 

SFAR 71, (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and lxHNhere else in the United States) 

amcencknent to SFAR 71 



.Air Kaua i  
HELICOPTERS Tel: 808-246-4666 Toll Free: 800-97Z-4666 Fax: 808-Z46-0101 

3651 Ahukini Road. Suite A. Lihue. Kauai. Hawaii 96766-9700 
www.airkauai.com info@airkauai.com 

AIR KAUAI HELICOPTERS ADDENDUM TO SFAR 71 AMENDMENT PETITION 

Since the inception of SFAR 7 1 in October of 1994, helicopter tour pilots in the State of Hawaii 
have been forced to fly under a set of rules that apply nowhere else in the nation. We have 
attended meetings and participated in many discussions with FAA representatives from the local 
FSDO, Regional Ofice and some of the highest representatives from Washington, D.C. During 
each of these encounters we have expressed our frustration with the original SFAR and the 
subsequent deviations that have been authorized. 

One “message” that has resonated from Hawaii helicopter tour pilots since SFAR 71 was imposed 
upon our industry has been that Parts 91 and 135 of the FARs are long-established and safety- 
proven regulations that are acceptable to the FAA, helicopter tour operators, and helicopter tour 
pilots on a nation-wide level. The events in Hawaii that precipitated the “need” for SFAR 7 1 
(political outcry for increased regulations) were all found to have occurred in violation of existing 
regulations. If the pilots and the operators for whom they work had complied with the regulations 
that existed at that time, it is probable that the outcome of the accidents would have been different 
or would not have occurred. 

The rules governing helicopter flight should be the same in Hawaii as it is on the U.S. mainland 
and Alaska for charters, tours, photography flights, and executive transport. The equipment 
required to operate helicopters for tours and other helicopter operations should be that equipment 
required by existing FAA regulations. 

Ultimately, we believe that SFAR 7 1 should be rescinded and helicopter tours in Hawaii should 
be flown under Parts 91 and 135 of the SFARs. It is our hope that this petition will be the first 
step in this direction. 

http://www.airkauai.com
mailto:info@airkauai.com


FAR Part 91 

FAR Part 135 

SFAR 71 (Pertains to the State of Hawaii and nowhere else in the United States) 

Petition for amendment to SFAR 71 

No specific altitude restriction for helicopters. 

300 feet over congested areas, no specific restrictions elsewhere. 

1500 everywhere, except as specifically authorized by the FAA. 

1500 feet from any habitable structure and congregation of persons, 
300 feet elsewhere. 

PILOTS NAME 
Commercial Helicopter Total hours 

S I G N ATU R E Pilot Certificate # HelicoDters 


